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guage, which relies on feature selection and trains
a classifier to predict the label of a tweet. Given a
labelled trial set, the objective of the system is to
correctly determine how positive, negative or neutral a tweet is considered to be on a scale of [-5, 5].

Abstract
The DsUniPi team participated in the SemEval
2015 Task#11: Sentiment Analysis of Figurative Language in Twitter. The proposed approach employs syntactical and morphological
features, which indicate sentiment polarity in
both figurative and non-figurative tweets. These
features were combined with others that indicate presence of figurative language in order to
predict a fine-grained sentiment score. The
method is supervised and makes use of structured knowledge resources, such as SentiWordNet sentiment lexicon for assigning
sentiment score to words and WordNet for calculating word similarity. We have experimented with different classification algorithms
(Naïve Bayes, Decision trees, and SVM), and
the best results were achieved by an SVM classifier with linear kernel.
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Introduction

Sentiment analysis on figurative speech is a challenging task that becomes even more difficult on
short social-media related text. Tweet text can be
rich in irony that is either stated with hashtags explicitly (such as #irony) or implied. Identifying the
underlying sentiment of such text is challenging
due to its restricted size and features such as use of
abbreviations and slang. Consequently, assigning
positive or negative polarity is quite a difficult
task. The actual meaning can be very different than
what is stated, since, for example, in ironic language what is said can be the opposite of what it is
meant. To address this challenge, we propose a
system for sentiment analysis of figurative lan-

Related Work

Tweets have unique characteristics compared to
other text corpora, such as emoticons, abbreviations, and hashtags. Use of emoticons is considered
a reasonably effective way to conveying emotion
(Derks et al. 2008, Thelwall et al.). Go et al. (2009)
show that machine learning algorithms achieve
accuracy above 80% when trained with emoticon
data. It is also indicated that the use of hashtags
and presence of intensifiers, such as capitalization
and punctuation, can affect sentiment identification
(Kouloumpis et al., 2010). According to Agarwal
et al. (2011) such features can add value to a classifier, but only marginally. Additionally, natural
language related features, such as part-of-speech
tagging and use of lexicon resources, can significantly contribute to detecting the sentiment of a
tweet. Moreover, features that combine the prior
polarity of words and their parts-of-speech tags are
considered most useful.
The problem of sentiment analysis on figurative
language has been addressed in many ways. Researchers have investigated the use of lexical and
syntactic features in order to identify figurative
language and classify the conveyed sentiment. The
complexity of such a task is high, especially given
the fact that irony and sarcasm are frequently
mixed. Sarcasm is usually used for putting down
the target of the comment and is somewhat easier
to detect. Irony works as a negation, and it can be
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conveyed through a positive context, which makes
it difficult to understand the actual meaning of a
tweet (Reyes et al. 2012, Veale et al. 2010). Davidov et al. (2010) examined hashtags that indicated sarcasm to identify if such labelled tweets can
be a reliable source of sarcasm. They concluded
that user-labelled sarcastic tweets can be noisy and
constitute the hardest form of sarcasm. Riloff et al.
(2013) identify sarcasm that arises from the contrast between a positive sentiment referring to a
negative situation. Reyes et al. (2012) involved in
their work features that make use of contextual
imbalance, natural language concepts, syntactical
and morphological aspects of a tweet. Many studies exploit the use of contextual imbalance detection through calculation of semantic similarity
among the words. This is achieved using lexical
resources, such as WordNet or Whisel’s dictionary,
and the goal is to identify features like emotional
content, polarity of words and pleasantness, adverbs implying negation or expressing timing.
Shutova et al. (2010) have deployed an unsupervised method to identify metaphor using synonymy
information from WordNet. Reyes et al. (2013)
argue that other features such as punctuation
marks, emoticons, quotes, and capitalized words,
n-grams and skip-grams are also useful to the sentiment analysis process. Moreover, patterns such as
“As * As *” or “about as * as *” have been shown
to be useful in detecting ironic similes (Veale et al.
2010).

3

Approach

The proposed system consists of two main modules: (a) the preprocessing, and (b) the classification module. Each tweet t was submitted to
preprocessing, in order to remove useless information and extract the desired/targeted features f.
The result of the preprocessing of a given tweet t
consists of a feature dictionary (fd) that stores the
values calculated for each feature. In the classification part, the feature dictionaries are converted to
vectors and the result matrix is converted to a
term-frequency matrix. The aforementioned process is the same for trial and test data and the tf
matrices are used by a classifier for training and
prediction. We tested different classifiers, including Naïve Bayes, Decision trees, and SVM, in order to study their performance and select the bestperforming.
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3.1

Preprocessing

Each tweet is given as input to the preprocessing
module, in order to transform it to a feature-value
dictionary representation:
fdt = f1:v1, …, fn:vn

(1)

The preprocessing includes cleaning, which
starts with the removal of non-ascii characters and
is followed by the detection of certain features.
Feature detection takes place before the actual
cleaning of the text in order to avoid loss of information, such as punctuation, urls and emoticons.
This process checks if a tweet contains question
marks or exclamation marks, capitalized words,
urls, negations, laughing, retweet, emoticons and
hashtags. The last two are categorized concerning
the sentiment they may convey. We manually categorized the top20 emoticons and some minor variations (http://datagenetics.com/blog/october52012)
as positive or negative, whereas hashtags are categorized as positive, negative or neutral. Hashtag
categorization makes use of SentiWordNet score
(swnScore) and the result is a representation of all
the hashtags present in a tweet.
In the hashtag categorization process, if a hashtag
ht is spelled correctly, its swnScore is retrieved.
Otherwise, spellchecking (Kelly) is tried once and
if it fails then the hashtag is categorized as neutral.
The result depends on the number of positive,
negative, neutral hashtags in HTt as follows:
HT_pos,
_
_

,
,

0
0
0

(2)

where c(htPos), c(htNeg) denote the count of positive and negative hashtags in a tweet t respectively.
Motivated by the “As * as *” pattern and after
studying the data set, we further identify in the feature selection process the presence of patterns such
as “Don’t you*”, “Oh so*?” and “As * As *”.
Cleaning proceeds with punctuation, stop-words,
urls, emoticons, hashtags and references removal.
Additionally, multiple consecutive letters in a word
are reduced to two. Finally, spellchecking is performed to words that have been identified as misspelled in order to deduce the correct word. After
cleaning, the process continues with part of speech

(POS) tagging. POS-tagging is performed with the
use of a custom model (Derczynski et al., 2013)
and simplified tags (NN, VB, ADJ, RB). Words
that belong to the same part of speech are used in
semantic text similarity calculation simt. For this
feature, different similarity measures (Resnik’s,
Lin’s, and Wu & Palmer’s) provided by nltk are
used (Pedersen et al., 2008). The value simt is calculated as the maximum similarity score of every
combination of two words and their synonyms.
∑

∑

∑

,

1

∑

,

(3)

…

(4)

1,

3.2

For the classification process, the feature dictionaries fdt of each data set were processed by a vectorizer to produce a vector array (http://scikitlearn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.feature_
extraction.DictVectorizer.html). From the vector
array, a term-frequency matrix is calculated (with
the use of a TfidfTransformer and the parameter
“use_idf”
set
to
False:
http://scikitlearn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.feature_
extraction.text.TfidfTransformer.html) and is given
as input for training to the chosen classifier. This
frequency matrix is used to make predictions about
the test set.
Feature
Oh so* (*)
Don’t you*(*)
As*As*(*)
Question mark(*)
Exclamation mark(*)
Capitals(*)
Reference(*)
RT
Negations(*)
URL
HT_pos(*)
HT_neg(*)
HT_neu(*)
Emoticon Pos(*)
Emoticon Neg(*)

where V, N, A, and R denote the sets that contain
the total words that have been identified as verbs,
nouns, adjectives and adverbs respectively, while
max(sim(Ai, Ai+1)) is the maximum similarity between the processed words and their n synonyms.
Finally, the SentiWordNet score for each word in a
tweet is calculated (Baccianella et al., 2010), ignoring words that have fewer than two letters. If the
score of a word cannot be determined, then we calculate the SentiWordNet score of the stemmed
word. Given that the word wi occurs j times in the
SentiWordNet corpus, the total score of wi is given
by
∑

,

,

Value
True/ False
True/ False
True/ False
True/ False
True/ False

True/ False
True/ False
True/ False
True/ False
True/ False
True/ False
True/ False
True/ False
True/ False
True/ False
"NN", "VB",
POS-tags(*)
"ADJ","RB"
“positive”,
swnScorewi(*)
“somewhat positive”,
“neutral”, “negative”
“somewhat negative”
“positive”,
swnScoreTotal
“somewhat positive”,
“neutral”, “negative”
“somewhat negative”
simt (Resnik*)
Decimal score
Table 1: Calculated features with their value.

(5)

where
,
and
,
is the k-th
positive (PosScore) and negative (NegScore) score
respectively of wi in SentiWordNet. The index i of
each word was used in an attempt to correlate each
word’s position with the calculated sentiment.
Moreover, the total score of a tweet t is calculated
as the average of SentiWordNet scores of the
words in t.
The result is a dictionary with feature names as
keys and values that indicate feature existence. Table 1 depicts the set of features considered by our
system, together with the domain of values that
they take.

Classification

4

Experiments and Results

The SemEval data set consists of 9000 tweets that
are rich in figurative language and stemmed from
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user-generated tags, such as “#sarcasm" and “#irony". There is a 90-10 split for trial and test data.
We retrieved 8529 tweets in total, 7606 from the
trial set and 923 from the test set. Out of these data
sets, positive tweets in total are 8,2%, negative
tweets are 85,2% and neutral 6,6%.

4.1

Classifiers
trials/
final
Cosine

Experiments

We experimented by incrementally adding features,
and trying different classifiers. The results of the
features that seem to contribute most were used to
make the prediction with which the system participated in the task and are the ones marked with (*)
in Table 1. It is also worthwhile mentioning that,
after trials, discretization was applied to swnScorewi
as follows:
,
,
,
,
,

4.2

contain metaphor those that do not contain figurative language.

0.05
0.05
0.95

1.2
1.2
0.95
0.2
0.2

Linear
SVM

t

f

t

f

t

f

0.68

0.45

0.70

0.55

0.78

0.60

Cosine
MSE
Similarity
0.601
3.925
Overall
Sarcasm
0.87
1.499
Irony
0.839
1.656
0.359
7.106
Metaphor
0.271
5.744
Other
10
10
Rank
Table 3: The final results by category.

Final Results
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Naïve
Bayes

Accu0.31 0.21 0.33 0.23 0.38 0.29
racy
Table 2: The results of the classifiers used on the initial
test data set (t) and the final (f), with the selected features of the final submission.

(6)

We evaluate the performance of our approach
measuring the cosine similarity between the output
of our system and the given scores for the test data
set. Other measures such as accuracy, precision
and recall are also used in our study.
The most useful features are pos-tags and SentiWordNet score. Semantic similarity (Resnik
measure) and hashtags also seem to contribute and
the rest of the selected features contribute marginally. These results are coherent with sentiment
analysis literature where prior polarity along with
POS-tagging seem to add most value to a classifier, and other features like emoticons add up only
marginally (Agarwal et al., 2011, Kouloumpis et
al., 2010).
Table 2 shows the evaluation results (cosine
similarity and accuracy) of our system for both
initial and final data set. We can observe that Linear SVM (default parameters: http://scikitlearn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.Li
nearSVC.html) achieves the best performance with
respect to tweets classification. For the final submission, the total of the test and trial sets were
used as input for the learning process of the classifier and only one run was submitted. The analysis
of the results of the final submission, presented in
Table 3, suggests that predictions on ironic and
sarcastic tweets are more accurate than tweets that

Decision
Tree

5

Conclusion

The proposed system combines structured
knowledge sources along with common tweet and
figurative text features. A supervised learning approach is followed, having as goal to classify
tweets containing irony and metaphors. The system
ranked 10th (out of 15) based on both the cosine
similarity measure and MSE. Among ironic, sarcastic, metaphoric and others, the best results were
achieved in tweets containing irony and sarcasm.
The most useful features for learning are pos-tags,
Senti-WordNet score, text semantic similarity and
hashtags. Our study shows that the performance of
our system could be improved by adding features
related to metaphor and considering better use of
hashtags in the classification process. Besides, the
use of non-figurative tweets in learning can significantly contribute to classify tweets that do not
contain figurative language.
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